Rehabilitation of Albo-Hardan Water Complex with the Pipeline in Al-Rummana

Drawings
Details of Distribution of Filter Media in The Pressure Sand Filter (2)

- Sand (0.6-0.65)mm
- Gravel (2.5-6.5)mm
- Gravel (6.5-9.5)mm
- Gravel (9.5-13)mm

Measurements:
- Pipe 8": 2,60
- Plate 12mm: 0.3
- Plate 6mm: 0.37
- Plate 16mm: 0.50
- I beam 6": 0.55
- I beam 5": 0.44
- Plate 6mm: 0.3
- R1.15 Nozils
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Horizontal Pressure Sand Filter Details (3)
Steel Sliding Door

Steel plates designed by CNC machines

Stone panel 5 cm thick (Coplan)

Stone panel 20 cm thick (Coplan)

Stone panel 30x30 cm
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Details of Cross Section in Fence Wall
Steel Sliding Door Details / Front Fence Wall

Steel plates of 2 mm thick designed by CNC machines
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Transition Pipe

Ductile Iron Pipe of 200mm diameter

PVC Pipe of 225 mm diameter
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